
Week 3 LIFE Group Study – The Difference 
Between Men and Women 

Checking In 

Welcome everyone back to this new series. Introduce any new members to 
the group. In a few words what is the biggest difference between you and 
your spouse or closest relationship.  

Memory Verse 

“Then the Lord God said, “It is not good for the man to be alone. I will make a 
helper corresponding to him.” 
Genesis 2:18  

WATCH THE VIDEO WITH YOUR GROUP NOW! 

Discovery Questions 
• How would you characterize the statement in Genesis 2:18 “I will make a 

helper corresponding for him?” In what ways do you complement one 
another in your relationship? 

• In the “typical” lists Pastor Scott talked about, how do you see yourself 
fitting in those categories: very typical or are you atypical? Discuss hos 
so.  

• How are are you doing in discovering and seeking understanding of the 
differing needs of men and women? How they are different and how 
does this discovery lead to more satisfying relationships?  

Putting It Into Practice 

Each week Pastor Scott will challenge you to put into practice what you are 
learning. These challenges will help you take the concepts we are learning 



deeper into your life and help you with your own personal hope. This week 
Pastor Scott challenges us to: 

1. Make an Intentional Effort to Understand and Value Differences. 
This week, practice seeking understanding to those areas that are 
different about you and your relationship with others. Understanding 
may bring more peace and harmony with others.   

2. What are Your Top List of Needs. 
Make a list of the needs that are most important to you. Take some 
time to really think through these thoroughly. What areas need to be 
addressed to move toward more fulfilling relationships with others.    

3. Attend Church Gatherings (Live or Online) 
Everything we do together in the gathering and over this next week is 
designed to help equip you in your own personal understanding of 
yourself and those around you. Make an effort to reach out to those you 
trust to share what you have discovered from the gathering and your 
group time to help you continue to grow in identified areas.  

Prayer Time 

As smaller groupings spend some time in prayer together about any changes 
God may be prompting you to make.  

TIP: Break into smaller subgroups to pray for one another as you wrap up your 
group time today. Make it personal.  


